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The Ethics and Politics of Child Naming
ELDAR SARAJLIC
ABSTRACT This article examines the issue of justiﬁcation of government’s intervention in the
parental acts of child naming, a neglected topic in the recent philosophical literature. It ques-
tions the ability of some of the current theories in family ethics to respond to this problem, and
argues that both permissive and restrictive theories fail to provide a plausible argument about
the proper limits of government regulation of child naming practices. The article outlines an
alternative solution that focuses on the child’s right to authenticity and suggests that only those
names that infringe upon this right invite justiﬁed state intervention.
1. Introduction
Article 7 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Child posits that every
child has a right to a legally registered name. Article 8 states that governments must
respect a child’s legally given name. However, the Convention neither speciﬁes what
kind of name can be given to a child nor what does government’s respect of a name
amounts to. Does this right imply that any kind of name can be given to a child,
regardless of its meaning, aesthetics and other symbolic implications? Should govern-
ments respect all parental decisions about names for their children?
The issue of naming a child is far from trivial. It is not only a problem of aesthetics,
tradition or culture, but also a matter of distinct ethical, and even political concern. It
belongs to the domains of moral and political philosophy, where questions about the
permissible or desirable forms of child rearing, as well as about the limits of govern-
ment’s intervention in family issues are addressed.
However, there has been surprisingly little philosophical interest in this question.
Despite substantial expansion of philosophical literature about the ethics of family,
parenthood and the role of government in child upbringing in recent years, there is a
conspicuous lack of normative analyses that would elaborate on the ethics of child
naming.
One of the reasons this is so may be the fact that most philosophers concerned with
ethics of parenthood subscribe to a form of what David Archard called the liberal stan-
dard.1 According to this view, provided that parents do not harm their children the
content of the principles of child rearing is primarily an internal matter of family life, a
domain that is to be isolated from the external, societal or governmental, concern.
Therefore, the question about names parents give to their children is a private discre-
tionary matter and governments have no rights to pry.
But claiming that there should be absolutely no legal limits to parental child naming
may be somewhat odd. Think of the little boy from New Jersey whose parents named
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him ‘Adolf Hitler’, in honour of the notorious Nazi leader.2 Does it sound right to say
that governments should be neutral to these kinds of practices?
This article has a twofold aim. First, it aims to ﬁll in this gap by addressing the issue
of moral and political signiﬁcance of child naming. I will suggest that this question is
not only interesting, but also deeply troubling for the liberal political philosophy. As I
intend to show, the existing normative frameworks give us little guidance about how
to address it. While it is difﬁcult to say if any alternative framework could do any bet-
ter, I will offer a tentative proposal.
Second, the article will challenge the initial assumption that the content and mean-
ing of the name parents choose for their child is a private matter outside of legitimate
purview of the state. I will argue that the liberal state has a direct interest in ensuring
that child naming practices correspond to a particular ethical standard.
The article will ﬁrst establish the theoretical and practical relevance of this issue,
and then proceed to discuss the normative approaches that could help us address it. I
will draw on the literature concerned with issues of parental autonomy and children
rights. In terms of practice, I will primarily draw from American cases and examples.
However, this being a normative analysis, it will have a broader appeal.
2. Why Are Personal Names Important?
Most Americans today opt for names derived from the Western cultural tradition. In
2014, ‘Sophie’, ‘Olivia’ and ‘Emma’ were the most popular names for baby girls, while
the most popular names for baby boys were ‘Jackson’, ‘Aiden’ and ‘Liam’.
Despite the popularity of traditional names, Americans have also had a certain
propensity to choose odd names for their children. According to a recent book, some
of the most outrageous examples include ‘Dracula’, ‘Freak Skull’, ‘Toilet’, ‘Typhus’,
‘Cholera’, ‘Leper’, ‘Cash Whoredom’, ‘Hugh Jass’, Al Coholic’, ‘Post Ofﬁce’, ‘Ghoul
Nipple’ and similar.3 There are also curious cases from history, such as when the
Governor of North Carolina in the ﬁrst half of the 19th century named his son ‘States
Rights’ (who ended up dying during the Civil War ﬁghting for the Confederate side).4
How do parents choose their baby names and why? Presumably, culture serves as
the main source from which most parents derive their children’s names5 . Baby names
reproduce parental culture by extending the communal symbols and meanings
through time. They serve as a community boundary by outlining the scope of group
memberships, delineating between insiders and outsiders.
Importantly, yet not exhaustively, children’s names serve as indicators of parental
values. By naming their kids parents express their own value commitments. These
commitments may be to the culture they belong to, but they may also be more speci-
ﬁc, in terms of expressing their respect for particular values of modes of behaviour
exempliﬁed by certain members of their group, or particular aesthetic standards. For
example, when a Scottish parent names her child ‘William Wallace’ she may not only
express her membership in the Scottish cultural community but also her valuation of
bravery exempliﬁed by the historical ﬁgure that had originally born that name. In
terms of naming, children often serve as a ‘raw canvas’ for parents to express their
personal and cultural values.6
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Although strictly personal, child names are socially relevant too.7 If they serve as
transmitters of culture and value, it is not implausible to imagine a larger societal con-
cern about parental child naming practices. A person’s name is used not only by him-
self, or his parents and family members, but also by the wider society, including other
members of their culture. This is especially the case in modern societies, in which
bureaucratic apparatus and the diversity of cultures demand a just, systematic and
administratively manageable practice of recording and using personal names.
Starting in the mid-19th century, a number of American states began providing reg-
ulatory statutes constraining the parents’ latitude in picking their children’s names.
Most of the rules apply to this day, although they vary from state to state. For exam-
ple, New Jersey prohibits numerals as names, so one cannot be named ‘31’ or similar.
Massachusetts limits the word count of name, middle name, and surname to only 40
letters. California prohibits diacriticals, such as in Jose or Rene. Nebraska prohibits
obscene names. Connecticut and Michigan laws do not require names on the certiﬁ-
cate at all, so a child can go nameless. Kentucky, Delaware, Maryland and Montana
have no limitations whatsoever.8
The United States is not the only country that regulates child naming. Other
democracies, such as Portugal, Germany, Denmark or Hungary have a list of govern-
ment pre-approved names, so parents can choose from the list. For example, Den-
mark’s list includes around 7,000 government-approved names; a special institution
created to review parental naming choices must approve names that are off the list.9
France also legislates this matter by prohibiting names that are considered detrimental
to the child’s wellbeing.10 Predictably, some non-democracies, such as North Korea,
posit certain limitations, for example by prohibiting parents from using the name of
the country’s president for their child.
The motivation behind many of these legal provisions varies. Unlike some of the
European cases, in most American cases limitations derive either from purely procedu-
ral difﬁculties that would arise if persons were allowed to have certain names, such as
unusually lengthy names, as well as diacritics that require administrators to use more
advanced keyboards, or from the belief that some names are insulting to the commu-
nity. Apart from slurs and obscene insults, the meaning and cultural value of names
has been rarely considered a yardstick for governmental regulation. This is because
American lawmakers are not too eager to meddle with an issue that has traditionally
been considered a matter of privacy, a domain where individual will reigns supreme.11
For example, in Henne v. Wright, the Eight Circuit Court held that:
. . . a parent’s right to name his or her child is protected under an extension
of the right to privacy that is founded upon the Fourteenth Amendment’s
protection of individual liberty.12
This approach postulates that parental discretion in child naming is of paramount
moral and political importance, and should be constitutionally protected. It somewhat
echoes William Galston’s argument that:
. . . the ability of parents to raise their children in a manner consistent with
their deepest commitments is an essential element of expressive liberty.13
But, should liberal institutions be led by this approach in legislating, or refrain from
regulating child-naming practices? Should parents have unlimited latitude in choosing
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names for their children? Is naming your son ‘Adolf Hitler’ or ‘Toilet’ morally wrong
and should the government stop you from doing so?
3. What Should the State Do: Parental Autonomy and Children’s Rights
Since no theories about the ethics of child naming currently exist, we have to rely on
conceptual frameworks addressing comparable issues. The literature that focuses on
parental discretionary rights for shaping the values of their children is sufﬁciently simi-
lar to the one about children’s names, and therefore provides a good starting point.14
This is because, as already indicated, child names express and represent parental com-
mitments. Both are questions about the nature and the extent of parental prerogatives
and responsibilities in bringing up children in light of conﬂicting interests: ﬁrst, the
children’s interest in leading good lives, and second, parental interests in having mean-
ingful relationships with their children.15
If the wider theory about justice in the family is ‘remarkably elusive’, as Colin
Macleod has put it,16 the problem of the child naming is even harder to address. As I
will show in the next several sections, the existing normative frameworks do not pro-
vide a fully satisfactory solution to this issue.
In the following, I will examine if some of the existing theories can resolve this
problem. This examination will serve as a good litmus test for assessing the ability of
these theories to address an issue hitherto untreated in the philosophical literature,
which I will call the child’s right to authenticity.
I will start by examining the permissive theories. The biggest challenge these theo-
ries pose is the view that child naming is an issue of exclusive parental and not govern-
mental concern. After I meet the challenge and show its problems, I will take on
restrictive views and see if they offer a plausible solution of this issue. Only after I
examine each of the two, will I turn to discuss a possible alternative.
3.1. Permissive Theories
3.1.1. PRIVACY AND PARENTAL AUTONOMY
As already indicated, the standard liberal position about the family is that parents
should have discretionary rights to determine the values cherished in their family, as
well as to shape the relationship with their children. This extends to parental rights to
shape their children’s values and life plans, which are grounded in the basic right of
individuals not to be interfered with in their personal matters.
Two distinct arguments play a role here. First, the argument about privacy, accord-
ing to which the name a parent decides to give to his child, is a private matter of the
parent as an individual, or a matter of private concern between the parent and the
child. According to this argument, government involvement in child naming is detri-
mental intrusion in personal and family privacy.17 This reﬂects Charles Fried’s claim
that the right to:
. . . form one’s child values, one’s child life plan is grounded the basic right
not to be interfered with in doing these things for oneself.18
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Similarly, the argument about autonomy suggests that parents have an autonomy-
based right to make important decisions about rearing and educating children within
their family.19 This right is closely connected to the parental ability to live in accor-
dance with their conceptions of the good. Shaping children’s values is inherent to the
parents’ autonomy rights to select and live according to a conception of the good.
Being free to live as one wishes, in this perspective, is inseparable from shaping the
outlook of one’s children’s identities in accordance with one’s way of life. As William
Galston suggests, parenting is usually understood as one of the central meaning-giving
practices in our lives. Since we cannot make a functional distinction between our own
values and the ways we raise our children, we will shape their values in accordance
with our own, almost by default.20
According to this understanding, parents have the autonomy-based right to give
their children names that will reﬂect their comprehensive commitments and ways of
life they have chosen to lead. If they wish to name the child in accordance with a par-
ticular cultural or value standard, they should be free to do so.21
But, how plausible is this way of framing the issue? Do arguments about privacy
and autonomy provide an appropriate normative framework?
It is questionable if the argument about privacy can hold in case of parents and chil-
dren because, though subject to disagreement and ambiguity, the concept of privacy
implies that governments should not pry into self-regarding affairs of individuals.22
Most authors would at least agree that privacy is about one’s freedom to do what one
wants without external intrusion. But, parental relation to their children is an other-
regarding affair, involving more than one person. Child naming is an interpersonal
practice, by which one person selects and applies a name to another person.
Still, that may not mean that governments can intervene into private affairs between
individuals. For example, intimate relationships between friends or lovers, based on
autonomy of both partners, should not be subject to governmental intrusion. But, as
David Archard suggests, while intimate relations between friends and lovers do not
provide the government with sufﬁcient reason for intrusion, the relationship of a par-
ent and the child still does because some parents can seriously harm and neglect their
children.23 Unlike relationship between friends, the relationship between parents and
children is not an egalitarian relation. Parents hold much more power over their chil-
dren, which can render governmental concern and intervention legitimate. Only one
of the two individuals involved is fully autonomous and able to set the terms of the
relationship.
The asymmetric power relation between parents and children is especially evident in
the practice of naming. Parents give a name to the child that she cannot choose, nor
reject at the time of its legal application. By the time the child is able to change her
own name, it has already become an integral part of her identity.
Thus, the parental privacy argument fails.
The parental autonomy argument is slightly more complex. In order to assess it, we
must break it apart to different conceptions, not all of which will be equally permis-
sive, but all of which will face problems. First, the conservative24 conception of paren-
tal autonomy assigns absolute discretion to parents in child rearing. Provided that the
minimum of children wellbeing is satisﬁed,
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. . . parents have a right to ﬁx authoritatively the conception of the good held
by their children. In other words, parents are entitled to uniquely determine
the content and character of a child’s conception of the good.25
The conservative conception gives parents ultimate authority in selection of their
children’s names, and the state has no say in the matter. However, as Macleod shows,
this conception is generally implausible because it collapses the difference between
parents and children, or at least assumes privileged epistemic access of parents to their
children’s future conceptions of the good life. Children are viewed either as extensions
of the parental selves and not as individual beings, or as persons whose future concep-
tions of the good are a priori known to their parents. Both assumptions are implausi-
ble, especially in the case of naming. We have no ways of knowing if the names
parents give to their children will be endorsed or liked by children. In general, this
conception fails to appreciate children’s independent moral status.26
Second, the democratic conception of parental autonomy gives parents full control
provided that the children receive proper civic education, or that they adopt the virtues
of democratic civic life. It is hard to specify what this could mean in terms of child
naming, but we may suppose that parents should have the freedom to name their chil-
dren however they want, provided that some republican demands are satisﬁed, for
example that children’s names correspond with the values of the polity or reﬂect the
socio-cultural values of the community. The German and Danish example could ﬁt
this conception, if we suppose that the rationale for the ofﬁcial name lists in these
countries is derived from patriotic or republican reasons.
I ﬁnd this conception problematic because the potential demand that child naming
satisﬁes certain democratic standards does not provide sufﬁcient limits to parental lati-
tude, or it is at least unclear what those standards would imply. Child names can be
instrumental for advancing certain political projects. Examples such as already men-
tioned ‘States Rights’, or cases of children names reﬂecting national projects, such as
‘Yugoslav’ in former Yugoslavia, show this very clearly. If this is what the democratic
conception would suggest, then it is unacceptable because it would view children’s
names as instrumental either to parents or to the political community. The failure of
the democratic conception is similar to the conservative one: it perceives children as
vehicles for realisation of goals that are external to them, derived either from parental
or communal goals, and this is unjustiﬁed.27
Unlike the conservative and democratic, the third, liberal conception of parental
autonomy strongly constrains parents’ discretion in bringing up their children on the
basis of children’s lack of capabilities for autonomy. As Macleod claims, parental
autonomy is constrained:
. . . by an ideal of neutrality and the requirement that a child’s future freedom
to choose between different ends be maximized.28
Although not permissive in the way the previous two are, this conception is prob-
lematic because the posited constraint is too strong and unstable. We cannot demand
that parents name their children in completely neutral ways, or that they do not name
them at all until they grow up and mature sufﬁciently so they can choose their own
name. This would not only negatively affect the intimate relations between parents
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and their children, but would also be practically implausible. Children cannot go
nameless until they reach the age of adulthood.
Macleod suggests a revised liberal account that would replace the demand of neu-
trality with a more plausible conception of parental autonomy that gives parents the
authority to ‘provisionally privilege’ their conception of the good, leaving the possibil-
ity for children to change it once they grow up.29 This could be a plausible (and not
overly permissive) solution to the problem of comprehensive enrolment of children in
general. In the case of child naming, parents could, for example, name their children
in accordance with their own values, but teach them that their name is merely tempo-
rary, and that they could change it once they become adults. However, apart from the
fact that this is already the case – adults can change their names legally in most juris-
dictions – it is not fully clear that this practice would be effective because it would fail
to prevent the negative effects of a child’s name on her identity and wellbeing while
she is still a child. Little ‘Adolf Hitler’ from New Jersey would certainly suffer because
of his name until he grew enough to be able to change it on his own. However, there
is a way to conceptualise the value of children’s future freedom in terms of naming. I
will focus on that the latter part of the article.
3.1.2. THE VALUE OF RELATIONSHIP
Parental rights over their children are not only justiﬁed by the appeal to children’s
interests, but also to the intrinsic goods that the parent-child relationship bestows both
upon parents and children. For example, Harry Brighouse and Adam Swift argue for a
theory according to which the substantial value of this relationship serves as the nor-
mative foundation for framing parental and children’s rights.
This theory implies that the value of relation to legitimises parents in shaping of
children’s identities in accordance with their conceptions of the good. Here’s Brig-
house and Swift’s view in a nutshell:
Parenting is about having a relationship of the right kind with one’s child.
Because people’s values are central to who they are, because successful par-
enting requires parents to share themselves with their children, and because
value sharing implies at least some degree of value shaping, value shaping is
an inherent part of that kind of relationship.30
They suggest that, for instance, a Christian and cricket-loving parent who wishes to
take his daughter to a cricket match, or to church, so he could introduce her to these
activities and by doing so introduce her to the goods he ﬁnds valuable would be acting
legitimately only if that practice is needed for a close relationship between them. They,
however, add a proviso to this rule: it is justiﬁable as long as it is consistent with the
duty to develop the child’s capacity for autonomy.31 This theory is fairly permissive to
parental shaping of children’s values, and it is circumscribed only by the underlying
imperative not to stymie the children’s ability to choose alternative values once they
reach maturity.
Translated to the case of child naming, this approach suggests that parents should
have the right to name their children in light of their conception of the good if such
practice contributes to the right kind of relationship between them. If naming is
derived merely from the parental commitment to a conception of the good, then it is
unjustiﬁed. But, if it is derived from their commitment to the child and their
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relationship, then besides the duty to develop the capacity for autonomy, there should
be no particular restrictions in parental latitude for giving names to their children. In
that case, children would not be instrumental to parental satisfaction of some other
commitments, but would be ends in themselves.32
The ability of this theory to provide an answer to the child-naming problem can be
assessed in two ways. First, we could ask how does the value of relationship frame the
parental latitude in choosing the name for their child?
In this interpretation of the Brighouse and Swift theory, any name that a parent
comes up with will serve the intrinsic value of the relationship, because naming itself
is an intimate act, and by exercising it parents establish a special link between them-
selves and their kids. But this could not be right, since it would permit parents to
choose all kinds of names, including ‘Adolf Hitler’, ‘Toilet’ or any other conceivable
name. If one could, perhaps, prove that parents of little Adolf derived their name
choice not from the substantial value of the relationship but from their prior commit-
ment to Nazism, this could hardly be said for the parents of little Toilet. Her parents
may not have had any particular commitment to toiletry, but may have simply chosen
this name arbitrarily, say through a name lottery or an afﬁnity to the sound of it.33
Still, one could argue that even this largely derives from the intrinsic value of a lot-
tery or the sound of a name, and not from the appreciation of the intrinsic value of
the relationship between parents and children. But, if this is the case then no name
will ever be sufﬁciently based in the value of relationship and not in some external
source. Even ‘John’ will be inadmissible because one could suggest that the name is
derived from the parents’ commitment to English language and culture and not from
the intrinsic good of their relationship with their child. So, this interpretation is either
too permissible or too restrictive. Either way, it does not hold.
On the second interpretation, which is closer to Brighouse and Swift’s view, accord-
ing to which parental rights are derived from the children’s rights – so parents would
have only those rights that is in the children’s interest for them to have34 – the theory
would not be too permissive, because it would be bound by children’s interests and
the autonomy proviso. Basically, parents must make sure that their selected name for
the child does not violate development of the child’s capacity for autonomy.
One problem with this interpretation is that it doesn’t make sufﬁciently clear how
naming norms could be derived from the value of the relationship between children
and parents if children’s autonomy interests serve as the foundation of parental rela-
tionship rights. Appealing to parental rights as derived from children’s interests seems
to make the argument about relationship superﬂuous. If parental rights are ultimately
derived from children’s interest and circumscribed by their capacity for autonomy,
then relationship has only instrumental, and not constitutive value. In that case, the
argument does not appeal to the value of relationship per se.
Another problem is the proper conceptualisation of the relation between a child’s
name and her capacity for autonomy. It is difﬁcult to say how a name affects child’s
capacity for autonomy without further detail. One could argue that irrespective of his
name, a child could develop into a fully autonomous being. Even little Adolf from
New Jersey may grow up to be an autonomous person. One may think so because the
child’s autonomy development depends on many elements, and his name may not be
the most relevant of them. If little Adolf is taught to be reﬂexive, mindful and critical
of his environment he may be autonomous as anybody else. However, insofar as a
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person’s autonomy is related to her identity (her sense of self), and affects her interac-
tion with others, this argument will have some purchase. But, in that case, as I will
argue later on, the autonomy argument does not need to be associated with the rela-
tionship view, as a proviso on its permissibility, but can (and should) stand on its
own. Therefore, a part of Brighouse and Swift’s theory has potential for suggesting a
proper solution to this issue, so I will come back to elaborate more on that part in the
latter sections of this article.
3.2. Restrictive Theories
3.2.1. HARM AND WELLBEING
Can a name be a source of harm for a child? In some ways, the answer is an unequiv-
ocal yes. One could say that parents who name their child ‘Toilet’ are abusive towards
the child, in a certain symbolic way.35 Some authors have even argued that there is a
causal correlation between personal names and mental health.36 However, we should
be careful not to rush to conclusions about names as the source of abuse and harm.
As Archard argues, a plausible deﬁnition of child abuse should not be controversial
and rely on elements that are disputed or unclear in meaning.
Words like ‘proper’ and ‘adequate’ invite controversy. Different parents will
have different ideas as to the proper way to bring up children, or as to what
counts as adequate care for them. It would be wrong for liberal legislators to
impose one particular ideal or set of ideals upon all parents.37
It is conceivable that the degrading character of the name ‘Toilet’ is just our cultural
preference that has no universal validity. Maybe in some cultures toilets are revered as
things of value, and naming one’s child after it symbolises respect and dignity rather
than abuse and harm. Outlawing the use of this name would not only be paternalistic,
but also ethnocentric.
Another problem with the argument about harm is that it is unclear how a name
can be harmful to a child. More probably, the harm comes from other people who
react to the child’s name and act in ways that are harmful to its emotional or intellec-
tual development. Names are symbolic denominators and, as such, do not have harm-
ful properties. The harm in a name is a matter of social context, and not of a certain
‘essence’ in the name. So, why regulate the name instead of the behaviour and atti-
tudes of others towards it? Isn’t the action of a person who would react in a harmful
way to what he considers a disparaging child name the proper object of liberal
regulation?
The argument about harm may have some purchase if we loosen it up a bit and sug-
gest that, while a child’s name cannot be directly harmful, it could decrease his wellbe-
ing because it may invite negative attitudes of the society towards it and close certain
options to the child in the future. For example, little Adolf Hitler from New Jersey will
face many obstacles in his future life, from school to employment, only on the basis of
his name. People may shun his company, be unwilling to associate with him or give
him a job.38 It is hard to image that he could have a successful career as a human
rights lawyer. The societal reactions to his name may not violate any principles of jus-
tice, or cause him direct harm, yet they will have a profound effect on his life pro-
spects and overall wellbeing.
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This argument seems promising, and it could perhaps provide some guidance both
to parents and liberal regulators in choosing and legalising certain baby names.
Recently, there have been proposals to change the US law so parents cannot willingly
decrease their child’s wellbeing by giving him or her an inappropriate name.39
However, the problem with this argument is that it indiscriminately excludes all pos-
sible names that could affect a child’s wellbeing and close some options for him
regardless of the reasons behind negative societal reactions to the name. Take for
example the case of Jose Zamora, an American of Hispanic origin who was fruitlessly
searching for jobs by sending online resumes to different job openings. After months
of unsuccessful search, he decided to drop one letter from his name, becoming ‘Joe’
instead of ‘Jose’, and almost as if by a miracle, job offers started arriving in his email
inbox. This case revealed the existence of a subconscious prejudice and discrimination
against individuals with Hispanic names in contemporary American society. Thus it
can be said that, similar to ‘Adolf Hitler’, the name ‘Jose’ can decrease a person’s
wellbeing by closing certain options to him or making success in life harder to achieve.
The proposal to outlaw names that decrease wellbeing would then have to encompass
both. But, that would clearly be wrong because a public prejudice to Hispanic names
is unjustiﬁed; it is not based on any legitimate information or value but on arbitrary
designation of a certain group of people less valuable. Contrary to that, the public
prejudice against ‘Adolf Hitler’ is not unjust because it is based on understandably
negative views of the name that reminds people on one of the most gruesome war
criminals in the history of humanity. In other words, unlike the negative reactive atti-
tude towards ‘Jose’, the reaction towards ‘Adolf Hitler’ does not violate separately con-
ceptualised principles of justice.
Unless the argument from wellbeing is able to make a meaningful distinction
between names that are justiﬁably bad for personal wellbeing and those that are not, it
is not successful in providing normative guidance for solution to this problem. It will
be either too restrictive or vague.
3.2.2. PUBLIC REASON
Matthew Clayton has famously argued for an anti-perfectionist theory of child rearing,
according to which parental conduct should not be guided by values derived from any
particular comprehensive doctrine.40 He claims that the ideals that guide parents must
not be:
. . . secular or religious ideals, which are disputed by reasonable persons.
Clearly, this is a signiﬁcant restraint that prohibits what many parents believe
to be routinely acceptable forms of appeal to ideals and values which animate
their lives.41
Instead, parents, just like governments, should be governed by the ideal of public
reason. This requires parents to exercise their authority in a way that can be reason-
ably accepted by free and equal persons.42 As Clayton argues, this is because children
must provide ‘reﬂective endorsement’ of these values once they reach the age of matu-
rity.43 Any possible value that they might reject later on cannot serve as a legitimate
principle for their upbringing.
In the context of child-naming, this would require parents to give names that chil-
dren could not reasonably reject upon becoming adults. It seems like a promising
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proposal, and could perhaps resolve the issue one may have with naming a child
‘Adolf Hitler’ or ‘Toilet’. We could argue that both of these names are contrary to
public reason, and children could reasonably reject being named like that, which
would make them illegitimate and subject to government restriction.
However, this proposal faces two distinct challenges. First, it might be too restrictive
because it will exclude all possible names based on controversial conceptions of the
good, such as religion. For example, it will require parents to refrain from naming
their child ‘Jesus’, ‘Mohammad’, ‘Joseph’ or ‘Mary’ because those names derive from
a religious conception of the good that may be reasonably rejected by the children
once they become adults. A child may reasonably reject to be named after the founder
of a great religion because it may become atheist as a mature adult, and his name
might not ﬁt well in his authentic personal identity. If we adopt Clayton’s theory to
frame the issue of child naming we may end up with a severely restricted selection of
reasonably acceptable names. That would not only make the parental name-choosing
job more difﬁcult, but would also work against cultural diversity and pluralism.
Additionally, one could also argue that given the intimate nature of naming, as well
as the intrinsic value of relations between parents and children, the proposal that
requires parents to defer to norms external to the relation with their child could break
an important bond that ties family members to one another across generations. A
name could be reasonably rejected because of its derivation from a controversial con-
ception of the good, but it may be valuable for parents because of cross-generational
transmission of certain cultural symbols, or ancestral names. This may not necessarily
imply that parents have the right to give any name from their culture’s history, but
there may be names that will not be problematic on any other ground than their root-
edness in a particular conception of the good. Take for example the Native American
name ‘Sitting Bull’. According to the public reason argument, this name would be ille-
gitimate because the future adult that got this name as a child to commemorate his
ancestors and perpetuate an important cultural symbol may reasonably reject it. If this
is what Clayton’s theory applied to the child-naming problem would imply, then it is
problematic.
Second, it is not clear if this proposal would do well to delineate between just and
unjust cases of societal reactions to children names that can affect their wellbeing,
such as the example of ‘Jose’. Unless we are looking for a theory of justice in child
naming that would simultaneously address wider problems of social justice, it is
unclear if ‘Jose’ will be legitimate because it could be reasonably rejected by future
adults. No person would reasonably want to have a name that will be subject to dis-
crimination and prejudice. Reasonable rejection of such a name may not necessarily
have anything to do with the underlying causes of social injustice. It may be simply a
preference of free and equal persons for names that contain no attachments to any
controversial comprehensive doctrines, including practices that produce unjust social
relations. In that sense, this theory will either be too demanding, in terms of requiring
a wider scope of application, or too thin, in terms of being compatible with injustice.
The permissive and restrictive normative frameworks do offer us some guidance
about how to address the ethical issue of child naming and the role of government in
regulating this practice. Permissive approaches, for example, show that transmitting
values and culture to children is inherent to a meaningful relationship between parents
and their kids, and should therefore be subject to minimal interference. We do not
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want a state that will severely constrain the way parents name their offspring. On the
other hand, restrictive approaches indicate that there should be some limits to parental
discretion in child naming, and that it should be somewhat driven by concerns over
the children’s future wellbeing.
However, neither of the two possible frameworks is fully able to propose a viable
solution for liberal legislation of this issue. Permissive accounts are either too permis-
sive, in terms of providing too much latitude to parents (or states) in the name design,
or not feasible in practice. Restrictive accounts are either incapable of specifying their
demands, as in terms of the name’s effect on a child’s wellbeing, or too restrictive, in
terms of proposing a severely limited pool of names that will accord to the norms of
public reason.
3.3. The Child’s Right to Authenticity
If some of the most attractive theories about parental rights in shaping their children’s
identities fare poorly in suggesting solutions to the question of child naming, what
should we do? There is one route that hasn’t been elaborated so far, although it is an
implied feature of some of the previous accounts, especially Brighouse and Swift’s.
Namely, the argument about the children’s right to an open future, ﬁrst suggested by
Joel Feinberg and then picked up by a number of other theorists, could lead to a solu-
tion. The principle, in short, states that children possess ‘rights-in-trust’, or future
rights that wait for the development of their full autonomy to be actualised.44 These
rights limit parental (and societal) authority in shaping their children’s identities by
preventing curtailment of diverse external inﬂuences upon the child. In order to pre-
serve their future ability to choose between different conceptions of the good, liberal
institutions must ensure that children are:
. . . acquainted with a great variety of facts and diversiﬁed accounts and evalu-
ations of the myriad human arrangements in the world and in history.45
Initially, the argument seems to have nothing to say about the ethics of child nam-
ing. The principle of open future, in the way it has been argued so far, is more con-
cerned with enabling children to freely select their own way of life once they become
fully autonomous and able to do so, and seeks to prevent inﬂuences that undermine
this future possibility. But, one could plausibly argue that this is also relevant for child
naming insofar as a personal name could undermine a person’s possibility for choice
because of the name’s ability to cut certain future options for him. As already men-
tioned in the example of wellbeing, little Adolf Hitler’s options for future personal and
professional growth will be limited because of his particular name. So, we could say
that the child’s right to an open future prohibits naming children in ways that will
limit their future options.
However, the problem with this argument is that it is not speciﬁc enough and that it
is too restrictive. Namely, it doesn’t provide precise guidelines about what kind of
names will limit children’s future options, or how ‘open’ those options should be
(which is a standard objection to open future theories); it might be clear in the case of
‘Adolf Hitler’, but it will be less clear in some other cases, such as if we decide to
name our child ‘46’. Also, it could lead to overly restrictive regulation, since it might
allow for arguments that every name that is exclusively associated with a particular
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culture must be prohibited because it will limit a child’s opportunities for interaction
with, or possible assimilation in other cultures. Such a view would be implausibly
strong.
But, since the argument does strike at something rather important about children’s
current or future identities, it could be further speciﬁed and worked out in more
details so to avoid these pitfalls while preserving what is important about it.
For example, what is important about the open future argument is its focus on the
child’s freedom to choose its own authentic way of life. The child might choose not to
follow the culture and ways of life of its parents. It might adopt another culture, or
invent a completely new way of life that will be an authentic representation of her own
particularity, a speciﬁc position of a unique person in time and space. I believe it is
important to supplement the open future argument with this speciﬁcation: the child
has to have a right not only to access information about alternative conceptions of the
good, so it could freely choose among them (the open future argument so far), but
also the right to invent, develop and sustain an original content of its own identity that
will not be symbolically over-determined by the parental cultural and value back-
ground (the supplement to the argument). We could call this the child’s right to
authenticity, and it encompasses not only the current claims about the right to have a
name and an identity, but the right to be able and free to build an original identity,
one that will be unique for every particular individual, and will be exclusively her own.
It is important to stress that this is not a metaphysical thesis; I am not arguing for
some kind of deep ontological originality. True, every identity will build from the
material already available in the environment, so no particular conceptions of the good
will are fully original in this way. What I am arguing for is the freedom and ability to
create authentic existence that will not be forced to ﬁt some of the prescribed symbolic
and conceptual containers available in the existing cultural conﬁguration. I also do not
claim that, in order to be original, persons’ identities must be completely detached
from the their cultural context. Rather, the argument is that a child has a right not to
have her personal identity symbolically over-determined by such context, but instead
given the space to interact with it in a more spontaneous, experimenting, and two-way
fashion, bringing new content to the existing set of symbols and meanings. The way I
conceive it, the child’s right to authenticity is a derivative of the child’s right to future
autonomy, and could serve as a more speciﬁed proviso to Brighouse and Swift’s theory
about the value of the parent-child relationship.
Symbolic over-determination in the case of personal names consists of two factors.
First, the scope of meaning associated with a name. Some names, given their literal
meaning (such as ‘Toilet’) or links with the persons bearing them in the past (such as
‘Winston Churchill’) are fairly narrow in the scope of possible interpretations of, or
associations with the name. Others, such as ‘Jane’ or ‘John’, are fairly broad because
the names either do not constitute any particular meaning, or do not provide any deﬁ-
nite links with historical ﬁgures (‘John’ can invoke associations both with ‘John Rawls’
and ‘John Wayne’ and neither of these is symbolically so strong that it overpowers
others). The symbolic capital of ‘John’ is nearly limitless because there are (and have
been) so many Johns that no particular John determines the name’s meaning and its
symbolic worth. As a result, every new John will have a nearly unlimited opportunity
to provide his own meaning and generate authentic symbolic worth associated with his
own name, being thus able to create his own particular identity that will be
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independent of any other person bearing similar name, or any other particular culture
this name may be associated with. His opportunities to lead an authentic and mean-
ingful life will not be a priori limited by the symbolic determinacy of the name he got
from his parents.46
The second factor is the symbolic valence of the name. Namely, some names invoke
negative, and some positive associations. ‘Adolf Hitler’ has a negative valence, while
‘Winston Churchill’ has a positive valence. Both of these names are fairly narrow in
their scope of associations, but they differ in the valence that is implied by the name. In
terms of authenticity, negative valence is much stronger than positive. A child with a
narrowly associated name (such as ‘Winston Churchill’) and a positive valence will have
a fairly open (though not too open) opportunity to develop an authentic identity. Con-
trary to that, the name ‘Adolf Hitler’ is negative in valence because of the overwhelm-
ingly strong example of the particular Adolf Hitler that determines the symbolic worth
of that name and gives it negative value. The New Jersey kid bearing that name will have
a limited scope of opportunities to generate an authentic symbolic capital of his own
name. His opportunities to lead a life in which his personal uniqueness will provide the
positive valence to his name are signiﬁcantly narrowed by his parent’s naming act.
Still, even this proposal has to walk a tight rope between the name’s inherent mean-
ing and its social context. It has to avoid the problem of making a coherent distinction
between just and unjust cases of the name’s symbolic worth, such as the case with
‘Jose’ indicated. Unlike some of the alternative normative proposals, the argument
about the child’s right to authenticity can propose a coherent solution because ‘Jose’
is, just like ‘John’, a name whose symbolic scope is not narrow like ‘Hitler’ but wide
and allows for the child to build her own authentic meaning around it, and would not
be problematic. The fact that ‘Jose’ is negatively perceived in certain contexts is a local
and not universal fact, not supported by any factual proof, whose unjust background
is (or at least could be) adequately recognised. Similarly, the proposal seems promis-
ing in delineating successfully between legitimate ethnic names that may strike some-
one as odd, such as ‘Sitting Bull’ and ridiculous cases such as ‘Al Coholic’, ‘Leper’
and similar. Only the latter ones are illegitimate, according to this proposal, because
their association to diseases narrows their symbolic worth.
Similar to Brighouse and Swift’s, this argument gives parents signiﬁcant (but not
overly permissive) latitude in choosing names that derive from their culture or religion,
without being too restrictive. According to this proposal, ‘Mohammad’ and ‘Jesus’
(and other religion-based names) are permitted because they do not symbolically over-
determine child’s prospects to build his own identity that will not necessarily be based
on Islamic or Christian values. One can, plausibly, imagine a secular Mohammad or
Jesus, whose symbolic inheritance and the scope of facts that determine the meaning
of the names could include broader communal (or ethical) signiﬁers, but not necessar-
ily the strongly determining religious values.
Figure 1 shows how can we think about symbolic over-determination of names and
their regulation. My proposal suggests that only names in the lower left grey quadrant
(here merely exemplary and not exhaustive) should be legally prohibited because they
violate the child’s right to authenticity. Other names that could sound problematic,
given their negative value association (for example ‘Marie Antoinette’ or ‘Arson’) are
acceptable because they could have a broader scope of associated meaning. That is,
the historical example Marie Antoinette does not over-determine the meaning
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associated with the name ‘Marie Antoinette’ strongly as is the case with the name and
historical example of Hitler.
It is important, also, to address the question of gendered names. Namely, one could
plausibly argue that the argument about authenticity would restrict parents to names
that do not assign the gender to the child, since we cannot know the gender of a child
at his or her birth. Unlike sex that derives from the biological shape of the child’s
external genitals, gender is a social construct and depends both on the child’s future
gender identiﬁcations and her societal interactions, none of which parents could know
at the moment of the child’s birth. However, unlike ‘Hitler’ or ‘Toilet’, which carry
negative valence and narrow meaning, the symbolic value and the scope of meaning of
‘Jane’ or ‘Joe’ are not a matter of their symbolic content, but a matter of social con-
vention that is not attached to a particular fact. Instead, it is attached to a social habit,
and social habits, unlike facts, can change. If sufﬁcient number of parents name their
baby boys ‘Sue’, then ‘Sue’ will, by ﬁat of social convention, become a bi-gendered
name, much alike ‘Taylor’ or ‘Madison’. Therefore, the authenticity argument does
not require gender-neutral names.
3.4. Broader Implications and Practical Questions
The child’s right to authenticity is a derivative of the open future argument, and shares
signiﬁcant ground with Brighouse and Swift’s theory about parental rights shaped by
Broad Meaning
Narrow Meaning
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Negative  
Valence
John
Adolf Hitler
Toilet Winston Churchill
Jane
Jesus
Arson
John F. Kennedy
Marie Antoinette
Mohammad
Figure 1. Meaning and valence of certain names.
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the value of the parent-child relationship and the imperative of protecting children’s
capacity for autonomy. However, it goes beyond some of the limitations of these argu-
ments by: ﬁrst, not requiring that the name must leave all possible future options for
the child open, but only that it must allow the child to generate its own authentic
meaning and identity around his or her name; and second, that the right to authentic-
ity stands on its own and does not necessarily correlate to the value of relationship (it
does not negate its importance, though). Some names, due to their implied meaning,
or necessary association, will simply not allow for a broad array of interpretations.
There are only few ways one can interpret ‘Leper’ or ‘Hitler’. Other names, regardless
of their association with a particular comprehensive doctrine or culture, such as ‘Jesus’
or ‘John’, do leave signiﬁcant interpretative latitude, so the child can ‘ﬁll’ the name in
with their own authentic content.
The authenticity argument can thus address this issue in a better way than some of the
other theories of child rearing and parenthood could. It cuts diagonally through permis-
sive and restrictive theories by allowing signiﬁcant parental prerogatives in child naming,
thus preserving the intrinsic value of parenthood and parent-child relationship, without
surrendering fully to parental whim and eccentricity. The argument is compatible with
the permissive theories on this ground, because it can plausibly share (and endorse) a
ﬂexible attitude to allowing parents signiﬁcant freedom of upbringing, without infringing
on their right to special relations with their children. It overcomes, however, the greatest
difﬁculty of the permissive theories – allowing parents to affect child’s abilities to gener-
ate authentic meaning and identity by choosing an inappropriate name – by specifying
precise requirements for institutional limitation of parental child-naming latitude.
Similarly, the right to authenticity overcomes the main difﬁculties of the restrictive
theories – the lack of precision about the name’s effects on wellbeing, and overly
demanding requirements that the names derive from norms of public reason by offering
a proposal that focuses on something else than wellbeing and public reason. However,
the authenticity argument shares signiﬁcant ground with the restrictive theories by sug-
gesting that there should be institutionally deﬁned and enforced limits to how parents
can name their children, and that these limits must derive from ethical considerations.
Therefore, the right to authenticity, as a philosophical argument about the ethics of
parenthood and child-based institutional policies, simultaneously contributes to differ-
ent theoretical frameworks that exist in the current literature. It does so by addressing
an issue that is often left unexamined or deemed irrelevant, and by doing so it exposes
some limitations of these theories. It could also have a broader purchase than the case
of child naming. One could argue that the authenticity argument can serve as a sup-
plement to theories that deal with parental enrolment of children in comprehensive
doctrines. I lack the space in this article to show this compatibility fully, but it is not
hard to see how this argument can be translated onto that ground. According to the
right to authenticity argument, children must have the freedom to develop their own
authentic ways of life – or at least authentic interpretations of the comprehensive doc-
trines they have been enrolled into – and this right must be institutionally protected
from parental breach. This does not grant parents full freedom in enrolling children in
their own comprehensive doctrines without some limitations, but at the same time it
does not argue that any enrolment is prima facie unjustiﬁable. The argument could
plausibly reconcile different requirements of both permissible and restrictive theories
of the ethics of childrearing.
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From an institutional perspective, the right to authenticity argument could be com-
patible with both anti-perfectionist and weak perfectionist liberal measures. It would
do so by claiming that institutions should remain neutral to parental child-naming
practices, while at the same time ensuring that the chosen name does not symbolically
over-determine the child’s symbolic capital by association to a justiﬁably negative (or
disadvantaging) value and a narrow scope of meaning. Translating this to institutional
public policy does not require establishment of any additional institutions liberal
democracies are not already equipped with. Apart from shaping child-naming legisla-
tion in ways that protect children’s right to authenticity, there should exist ethical
committees, perhaps attached to the hospitals or state register institutions, that could
address and resolve disputed issues in accordance with the appropriate guidelines.
4. Conclusion
In this article I addressed the important, yet elusive, question about the ethics and pol-
itics of child naming. Given the lack of accounts that treat this particular problem, I
examined the existing theories about the parental discretion in shaping their children’s
values and identities, which is as close as we can get to address this problem in light
of the current philosophical literature. I focused on four arguments, two permissive
and two restrictive ones. I argued that the permissive accounts, the argument about
parental autonomy and the value of relationship, although useful in pointing to some
normatively important elements, cannot successfully resolve this problem, because
they will be either overly permissive or unspeciﬁed. Similarly, I suggested that the
restrictive accounts, the argument about wellbeing and the argument about public rea-
son, also face problems, despite offering some important considerations.
As an alternative, I developed an argument that focuses on the child’s right to
authenticity as a potential solution. I suggested that this argument, as a derivation
from the principle of open future, helps us determine what kind of personal names
given to children should be subject to government regulation. According to this pro-
posal, only those names that prevent a child from developing her own authentic iden-
tity, independent from existing conceptual and symbolic frames, should be subject to
interventionist regulation by the liberal state.
However, this problem remains elusive, and I have not argued that my proposal
resolves all possible pitfalls. What I hope to have achieved is, at least, this: pointing to
the issue of child naming as a legitimate ethical and political question that demands
more attention from philosophers and liberal legislators alike than has been hitherto
given.
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